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HARMONIC GENERATION FEL MAGNETS: MEASURED 
B-FIELDS COMPARED T O  3D SIMULATIONS 

W. S. Graves, L. Solomon, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973 USA 

The Harmonic Generation Free Electron Laser[l] is a 
short period, high-gain amplifier FEL configured as an 
optical klystron. It is designed to lase at 3.47pm using a 
30 MeV electron beam at the Accelerator Test Facility at 
BNL. Each of the three superconducting wiggler magnet 
sections' (modulator, dispersion, radiator) has been built 
and the magnetic fields have been measured. This paper 
compares the measurement results with three-dimensional 
nonlinear computer models created with the TOSCA code. 

I. Introduction 
The HGFEL currently under construction at BNL will 

lase on the 3rd harmonic of a conventional CO2 seed laser. 
The wiggler is split into 3 sections. The first section (mod- 
ulator) energy-modulates the electron beam in resonance 
with the fundamental wavelength of the seed laser. Fol- 
lowing this, the dispersive section causes the energy mod- 
ulation to become spatial bunching (also at the fundamen- 
tal). Finally the bunched beam enters the radiator which 
is tuned to the 3rd harmonic and lases. 

HGFEL Wiggler Parameters 

B-field (T) 0.79 0.81 0.51 
N poles 168 

Gap (mm) 8.6 8.6 6.0 

The computer models were created with the finite- 
element program TOSCA [2]. The primary goals of the 
computer simulations of the magnets are to: 

1. Predict the current excitation necessary to  reach the 
desired magnetic fields. 

2. Design the appropriate magnet end winding configu- 
ration so that the electron beam is not steered when 
the iron is saturated. 

3. For the dispersion section, design the yokes and coils 
to give the full range of dispersion needed without 
introducing beam steering. 

11. Modulator Magnet 
The modulator magnet is machined from a single iron 

yoke. It has 12 2.6 cm periods. The operating current is 
80 Amps through 96 turns in each main coil. The peak 
magnetic field is 7900 gauss. The entrance and exit wind- 
ings use the lowest order binomial transition [3]. There 
are 1/4" thick field clamps at each end of the yoke to  en- 
sure that the magnetic scalar potential is zero there. In 
addition to the main windings, there are two sets of trims 
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Figure. 1. 
showing the main coil and trim winding configuration. 

One end of the modulator magnet section, 

at each end to perform steering correction[4](Fig. 1). The 
trims are necessary because the steel in the nominally 1/2- 
strength pole at each end are less saturated than the full- 
strength poles, leading to an error in the magnetic scalar 
potential at that point. The optimum trim configuration 
has been found to be as shown, where 2 coils in series on 
either side of the 1/2-strength pole buck the main field, 
and 1 coil in the last slot provides fine adjustment. Typ- 
ical trim strengths are 530 Amp-turns in the 2slot  trim 
and the l s l o t  trim off when the main coils are at their 
operating value. Note that when the main coils are set at 
low enough current, the iron is unsaturated, and the trims 
are unnecessary. In the future it would be advantageous 
to design the number of turns in the last slots to account 
for the saturation at the operating point so that only very 
small corrections are required. 

Using appropriate boundary conditions, the entire mag- 
net may be modelled using just one octant of the 3D space 
containing the real magnet and surrounding air. Nonlin- 
ear saturation is taken into account using a B-H lookup 
table, and iteratively solving until a predefined maximum 
change in the solution at any node is achieved. The model 
contained 55 x lo3 nodes, and takes about 8 cpu-hours to 
execute on an IBM RS6000/370. Figure 2 show the mea- 
sured B-fields and its second integral (equivalent to the 
electron trajectory) for the modulator. The mean peak 
field is 7787 gauss with RMS variation of just 0.2%. The 
peak fields in the simulation agree with the measured value 
to  within 0.8%. The simulated fields are not shown in the 
figures because the differences from the measured values 
are indistinguishable on this scale. Of particular interest 
is the behavior near the magnet ends. Figure 3 shows the 
2nd integral of the B-field for the modelled and measured 
fields with trims off. The difference in deflection angles 
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Figure. 2. Measured B-fields and' second integral for the 
modulator section. Main coils at 80 Amps, trims at 22 
Amps. RMS variation among peaks is 0.2%: 

Figure. 3. Measured (solid line) and modelled (dashed 
line) 2nd integrals of the modulator B-field at the entrance 
of the modulator. Main coils at 80 Amps, trims off. 
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Figure. 4. Dispersion magnet showing main and trim coils. 
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Figure. 5. Measured B-field and 2nd integral for the dis- 
persive section. Main coils at 100 Amps, trim coil at 8.5 
Amps. 

approximately [5] is less than 1.0prad. The close agreement indicates, that 

necessary trim correction. 
the model accurately predicts the level of saturation and 2 

111. Dispersion Magnet 

The dispersion magnet (Fig. 4) is spaced 5cm down- 
stream from the modulator. It has just 3 excited poles 
with a total length of 120 cm. The winding scheme is 23- 
147-147-23 turns. There is a trim coil to compensate for 
beam steering. Here, dispersion means change in longitu- 
dinal phase 1c, with energy y. The dispersion relation is 

where ks is the radiation wavenumber. It is important 
that the dispersion be adjustable over as wide a range as 
possible to investigate the effect of varying the bunching 
on the laser performance. 

The computer model is again one octant of the three di- 
mensional space containing the iron and surrounding air 
plus the appropriate boundary conditions. It contains 
59 x lo3 nodes, and takes about 2.7 cpu-hours to solve. 
.The execution time is reduced substantially from the mod- 



peak magnetic field at 100 Amps is 8100 gauss and the 
maximum dispersion is limited to 34. 
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have been reported previously [4]. The earlier work studied Figure. 6. Measured (solid line) and simulated (dashed 

coils in an effort to reduce the effects of saturation. 
the advantages Of various entrance configurations Of the line) &field and 2nd integral at the entrance ofthe radiator 

section. Main coils at 90 Amps, trim coils off. 
Figure 6 shows both the simulated and measured mag- 
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netic-field and its 2nd integral at the entrance of the radi- 
ator section. The agreement between model and measure- 

are several discrepencies between the computer model and 
the as-built configuration that may account for the dis- 
agreement. The model has a 5.6mm gap whereas the real 
magnet uses a 6mm gap. This changes the saturation in 
the iron and may account for different beam steering at 
the magnet entrance. The model also differs from the real 
magnet in that it has no parabolic pole face. A new simula- 
tion model is now being designed that matches the magnet 
as built. It is expected to perform as well as the modulator 
and dispersion section models. 
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V. Conclusions 
Three dimensional simulations of each of the three dis- 

tinct sections of a FEL configured as an optical klystron 

surements. These simulations include nonlinear satura- 
tion. The simulated on-axis magnetic fields for the modu- 
lator section agree with the measurements to 0.8%. Beam 
steering near the magnet entrance due to iron saturation is 
also accurately modelled. For the dispersive section , sim- 
ulation agrees with measurement to 0.3%. These results 
differ substantially from the 2D models because the limited 
cross-sectional area of the magnet changes the flux density 
in the iron. The radiator model does not yet perform as 
well and efforts are underway to gain better agreement 
with measurements. 
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